
GENERAL TERMS OF SALE

1. PREAMBLE

1.1 Following terms and conditions apply to all business relations (sales,deliveries, services rendered)
between FCPK Bytów Sp. z o.o. (further called FCPK) and its customers.

1.2 By placing an order at FCPK customer acknowledges acceptance of such terms and conditions
and agrees that every order / contract will be govern by it, making customers own terms and conditions
for suppliers invalid.

1.3 Any exceptions to this terms and conditions (including verbal changes) are deemed invalid,
unless supported by expressed written consent from FCPK

1.4 Offers and quotes are subject to change without notice.

2. PRICES

2.1 Prices do not include any state or government taxes (sales, turnover, VAT).
Freight, insurance and additional services (assembly, setup) are not included in price unless otherwise
agreed in writing by both parties.
Packaging is included (in form and shape as per FCPK standards) for inland freight.
Wooden boxes for inland or sea shipments may be subject to extra charges at FCPK discretion.

2.2 Prices displayed on the electronic order confirmation are deemed final and accepted by customer.

2.3 Unless FCPK has specified in writing that quotation is binding for specified period of time,
quoted prices are subject to change at any time prior to shipment to reflect changes in currency
fluctuations, surcharges, import duties or other actions by governmental authorities.

3. DELIVERIES

3.1 Deliveries, both full or partial, are quoted on case by case bases in accordance with INCOTERMS 2010.

3.2 Quoted delivery dates are only to be used as reference rather than obligation on the part of FCPK
and are subject to change for any reason whether or not caused and/or contributed by FCPK fault
or negligence including, but not limited to any event of force majeure as defined by Polish law.
FCPK reserves the right to quote/offer our products without obligation to deliver if customer account
is not in good standing and/or problem appears in account settlement between the parties.

3.3 We reserved rights to ship +/- 10 percent of ordered quantities of special components (ie. ejector pins)

3.4 Any delivery, transport and damage issues should be reported within 15 days from receipt of the goods.
If visible damage to packages has been noticed, any complaint to FCPK should include written statement
cosigned by both parties: customer and a driver from delivering transport company. Driver visually
inspects packages before accepting for transport.
Hidden defects, reported in writing, will be accepted within reasonable time.



3.6 FCPK reserves the right to charge freight cost for all return items due to customer fault.
Returns and/or exchanges (with prior approval and RMA number issuance from FCPK)
of stock items are subject to restocking charges of 25% but not more that 100 €.

3.5 Any complaints pertaining but not limited to type of material, mechanical properties, manufacturing
mistakes or hidden defects, reported by e-mail ONLY will be accepted within 30 calendar days
from the day of shipment.

3.7 For non - stock items, special components and plates sales are final. No returns are allowed.

4. PAYMENTS

4.1 Customer is liable to bear all costs associated with money transfers (bank or otherwise) to cover
all invoices.

4.2 Off-setting of mutual obligations without prior written acceptance from FCPK is not permissible.

4.3 FCPK reserves the right to issue partial invoices for single order.

4.4 Without exception, FCPK credits oldest, outstanding receivables first.

4.5 FCPK reserves the right to charge interest on past due accounts up to maximum allowable by Polish law.

4.6 Goods are property of FCPK until completely paid for.

4.7 As place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising indirectly or directly from the contract will be agreed
to the local and competent Polish Court of Jurisdiction at the location of FCPK Bytów.
For all legal relations between the client and FCPK, including these terms and conditions of sales
and delivery, Polish Law will apply.


